. We shall name the quantity which is transformed according to the tensor law under the transformation groups of coordinates and parameters: ( 
1)
$x^{i^{\prime}}=x^{i^{\prime}}(x^{1}, x^{2}, \cdots\cdots, x^{n})$ ,
2)
$u^{a^{\prime}}=u^{\alpha^{\prime}}(u^{i}, u^{i}, \cdots\cdots u^{R})$ the intrinsic quantity according to E. BORTOLOTTI.
We can speak of $x$ -transformations or $u$ -transformations alone, and of x-tensors or $u$ -tensors accordingly. Tensor will mean, unless otherwise mentioned, a geometrical object which has the proper law of transformation for both sorts of indices.
Throughout this paper we shall use the notations so that $dp_{a(t)}^{l}=\sum_{s-}^{t}\frac{\overline{0}p_{a(t)}^{i}}{r\overline{0}p_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{i}}dp_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{l^{\ell}}$ , putting $dp_{\alpha(0)}^{l}=dx$ '.
It is well known that ( 
1)
$\frac{\overline{0}p_{a(t)}^{l}}{\hat{0}p_{\beta(s)}^{i^{\prime}}}=s!(t-r)!l!(s-r)!\delta_{(a(r)}^{\beta(r)}\frac{\overline{0}p_{a(t-r))}}{\overline{0}p_{\beta(s-r)}^{i^{\prime}}}$ $=\left(\begin{array}{l}t\\s\end{array}\right)\delta_{\backslash a}^{\beta_{1}}\cdots\delta_{a_{\theta}\frac{9p_{\alpha_{l*1}\cdots a_{t})}^{l}}{9X^{i^{\prime}}}=}^{6_{i}}\left(\begin{array}{l}t\\s\end{array}\right)\delta_{\backslash a(s)}^{\beta(\epsilon)}(X_{l}^{i},)_{;a(t-s))} [5] $ $(t\geqq s\geqq r)$ , putting $\delta_{a(r)}^{6(r)}=\delta^{\beta_{1}}(\alpha_{1_{d}}\delta_{a_{o}}^{6_{1}}\cdots\cdots\delta_{a_{r})}^{\beta_{f}}$ .
On the other hand, by the transformations ( It is easily seen that the quantities $A_{\alpha(s)}^{a(t)}$ are polynomials of the derivatives $U_{al}^{\beta},$ $U_{a_{1}a_{3}^{\prime}}^{\beta}$ , , $U_{\alpha_{1}a_{g}\cdots\cdots a_{s-t+1}}^{\mathcal{B},\prime}$ , , and determined from the recurring formulae ( 
4)
$A_{\alpha(s)}^{a(t)}=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}U_{a(s)}^{a(s)}=U_{\alpha}^{(a} ; U_{a}^{\alpha},; ...... U_{a_{*}'}^{a,)} & t=s,\\A_{a'(s-1)}^{(a(t-1)}U_{a_{S}^{t}}^{\alpha)}+A_{a^{J}(s-1);a^{\prime}}^{a(t)} & s>t>1,\\U_{a_{1}a_{2}^{\prime}\cdots\cdots a_{\delta}}^{a_{1}}, & t=1.\end{array}\right.$ Now, we shall prove the formula (2. 5) $\left(\begin{array}{l}r\\t\end{array}\right)A_{a(s)}^{\alpha(r)}=\sum_{u=t}^{s-r+t}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right)A_{(\alpha(u)}^{a(t)}A_{a(s-u))}^{a(r-t)}$ .
Let $\phi$ and $\psi$ be any two functions of the parameters $u^{\alpha}' s$ , then it follows that $(\phi\cdot\psi)_{:\alpha^{\prime}(s)}=\sum_{u=0}^{\theta}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right)(\phi_{;(a^{\prime}(u)}\gamma \text{ _{};\alpha^{\prime}(\backslash s-u))}) [5] $ which is known as the generalized LEIBNIZ formula. Therefore, by the transformation (1.2) we have $\sum_{r\Leftrightarrow 0}^{s}(\phi\cdot\psi)_{;a(r)}A_{\alpha(s)}^{a(r)}=\sum_{u=0}^{s}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right)(;,$ , or $\sum_{r=0}^{\urcorner}\lrcorner\sum_{t-0}^{r}s\left(\begin{array}{l}r\\t\end{array}\right)\phi_{(a(t)}\psi_{;\alpha(r-t))}A_{\alpha(s)}^{\alpha(r)}$ $=\sum_{u\Leftrightarrow v}^{\epsilon}\sum_{v\Leftarrow 0}^{a}\sum_{\Rightarrow l0}^{s-u}\backslash \left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right)\phi_{;a(v);\beta(l)}\psi A_{(a(u)}^{\alpha(v)}A_{a(s}^{\beta(l)}\wedge u))$ .
Comparing the coefficients of $\phi_{;\alpha(t)}\psi_{;a(r-t)}$ on both side8, we have the formula (2.5).
Let us consider an operator $P^{a(l)}$ applied to any quantity of the manifold
, that is $P^{a(l)}(\Gamma_{1})=\sum_{t\approx l}^{m}\left(\begin{array}{l}t\\l\end{array}\right)L_{;i}^{a(l)\beta(t-l)}dp_{\beta(t-l)}^{i} [5] $ , then we have Thecrem 1. Under the transformafion group (1.1) and (1.2) the operator $P^{a(l)}$ has the law of transformation:
Proof. If we effect the $x$ -transformations alone, it follows that By effecting the $u$ -transformations we have $P^{a(l)}(L)=\sum_{t=l}^{m}\left(\begin{array}{l}t\\l\end{array}\right)\sum_{s\Rightarrow t}^{m}L_{;i^{\prime}}^{\gamma\cdot\cdot(s)}\frac{\overline{9}p_{r'(S)}^{i^{\prime}}}{\cdot\cdot\overline{9}p_{a(l)\beta(t-l)}^{f^{\prime}}}dp_{\beta(t-l)}^{j}$ $=\sum_{s=t}^{m}\sum_{t\Rightarrow l}^{m}\left(\begin{array}{l}t\\l\end{array}\right)L_{;i^{\prime}}^{T^{\prime}(s)}A_{\mathcal{T}(s)}^{a(l)\mathcal{B}(t-l)}dp_{\beta(t-l)}^{i^{\prime}}$ $=\sum_{s\Leftarrow t}^{m}\sum_{t=l}^{m}L_{;}^{T^{\prime}(s)}\sum_{u\infty l}^{s-t+l}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right)A_{(\Gamma^{\prime}(u)}^{a(l)}A_{\tau_{\backslash 8-u))}}^{\mathcal{B}^{(}t-l)}dp_{\beta\langle t-l)}^{i^{\prime}}$ $=\sum_{s\rightarrow l}^{m}\sum_{r\approx 0}^{s-l}\sum_{u=l}^{s-r}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right))$ $=\sum_{s=l}^{m}\sum_{u\leftrightarrow l}^{s}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\u\end{array}\right)L_{;}\tau_{l}^{r}(s)_{\sum_{r=0}^{s-u},-}A_{\tau_{\backslash S-u)}}^{\mathfrak{g}(r)}dp_{/3(r)}^{i^{\prime}}A_{r' u)}^{\alpha(l)}\backslash $
be an intrinsic quantity of $F_{n}^{(m)}$ whose transformation law under the transformations (1.1) and (1.2) is $T^{A}=()\backslash 1_{\Lambda}^{A}T^{A}'$ , then $P^{a(l)}(T^{A})$ obeys the transformation law is invariant under the transformations (1.1) and (1.2) , where $/\beta$ denotes the total differentiation with respect to $u^{\beta}$ , thaf is $w_{\beta}^{j}=w_{;l3}^{j}+\sum_{s=0}^{m}w_{;i}^{ja(s)}p_{a(s)\beta}^{i}$ .
Proof. If we effect the $x$ -transformations alone, it follows that $\sum_{z\cdot-0}^{m}L^{\beta(r)}w^{j};J/\beta(r)=\sum_{r=0}^{m}|\sum_{Spr}^{Jn}L_{;i^{\prime}}^{a(s)}\frac{\overline{9}}{\overline{9}}\frac{p_{a(s)}^{i}}{p_{\beta(r)}^{j}}w_{//3(r)}^{j}$ ' $=\sum_{r\approx 0}^{m}\sum_{s=r}^{m}L_{;}^{a_{i}(s)}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\r\end{array}\right)\delta_{(\alpha^{\prime}r)}^{\beta(r)}(\frac{9X^{t^{\prime}}}{9X^{j}})_{l\alpha(s-r))}w_{/\beta(r)}^{j}$ $=\sum_{r=0}^{s}\sum_{s=0}^{m}L_{;t}^{a(s)}\left(\begin{array}{l}s\\r\end{array}\right)(\frac{9X^{i^{\prime}}}{9X^{j}})_{/a(s-r)}w_{/\alpha(\cdot)}^{j}$ $=\sum_{s\approx 0}^{m}L_{;}^{a_{i}(s)}(\frac{9X^{i^{\prime}}}{9X^{j}}w^{j})_{l\alpha(s)}=\sum_{s\simeq 0}^{m}L_{;i}^{a(s)}w_{/a(s)}^{i^{\prime}}$ . 48 K. Tonowoka By effecting the $u$ -transformations we have $\sum_{s=0}^{m}L_{;i}^{a(s)}w_{/a(\theta)}^{l^{\prime}}=\sum_{s-()}^{m}\sum_{r\approx s}^{m}L_{;i^{l}}^{\beta(s)}\frac{\overline{0}p_{\beta^{\prime}(r)}^{t^{\prime}}}{\overline{0}p_{a(\epsilon)}^{f^{\prime}}}w_{/a(s)}^{f^{\prime}}$ $=\sum_{\epsilon-0}^{m}\sum_{r-s}^{m}L^{6(r)}A^{a(\delta)}w^{i^{\prime}};i\beta(r)/a(s)$ $=\sum_{r-0}^{m}\sum_{\epsilon-0}^{r}L^{\beta(r)}A^{a(s)}w^{i^{\prime}};l^{\prime}\beta^{\prime}(r)/a(\epsilon)=\sum_{r\rightarrow 0}^{m}L_{;\iota'}^{\beta^{\prime}(r)}w_{B^{\prime}(r)}^{i^{\prime}}$ . Theorem are transformed by the transfomations (1.1) and (1.2) in the manners ( 
Let

9)
$D_{j}^{a(u)}(T^{A})v^{f}=81_{A}^{A},\sum_{t-u}^{m}A_{l(t)}^{a(u)}D_{j}^{l^{\prime}(t)}(T^{A^{\prime}})v^{l^{\prime}}$ Proof. When we put $L=T^{A}$ and $w^{f}=\phi v^{f}$ into (2.8), $\phi$ being any scalar of $F_{n}^{(m)}$ , one obtains the intrinsic quantity $D_{j}(T^{A})\phi v^{f}=\sum_{r-0}^{m}T_{;J}^{A\beta(r)}(\phi v^{f})_{/\beta(r)}$ $=\sum_{r-0}^{m}T_{;J}^{A\beta(r)}\sum_{u-0}^{r}\left(\begin{array}{l}r\\u\end{array}\right)\phi v^{f}$ $=\sum_{u-0}^{m}(\sum_{r\rightarrow u}^{m}\left(\begin{array}{l}r\\u\end{array}\right)T_{:j}^{A\beta(r)}v_{/\beta(r-u)}^{f})\phi_{l6(u)}$ , so that we can conclude (2.9) by virtue of (2.2). \S 3. Intrinsic operators and intrinsic PFAFFian form. Let $f(x^{i}$ , $p_{a(1)}^{i},$ $\cdots\cdots,$ $p_{a(m)}^{l}$ ) be any scalar of $F_{n}^{(m)}$ , then it is seen from theorem 2 and the above mensioned theorem that the quantities , we have under the consideration of (3. 3)
Therefore, if we put (3. 5) $\delta_{(\beta}^{a}:K_{\beta(s-1))}^{a(-}+K_{(\beta(s-1)/\mathcal{B}.)^{--}}^{a(l)}(s-1)^{\prime}K_{(\beta((s-2)|T|}^{a(l)}G_{\beta_{-l}\beta.)}=K_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{a(l)}$ , the quantity $f_{\beta(s)}=\sum_{l\overline{-}1}^{\epsilon}f_{/a(l)}^{\prime}K_{6(\epsilon)}^{a(l)}$ is also an intrinsic quantity. Thus we can see that there exist the intrinsic quantities $f_{\beta(s)}=\sum_{l-1}^{\epsilon}f_{/a(i)^{\prime}}K_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{a(l)}$ $(s=1,2, \cdots\cdots, m)$ whose coefficients are determined from the recurring formula (3.5) putting $\prime K_{\beta(1)}^{a(J)}=\delta_{\beta_{1}}^{\alpha_{1}}$ .
It is easily seen from (3.5) that (3.6) $\prime K_{\beta(s)}^{a(s)}=\delta_{\beta(s)}^{\alpha(s)}$ .
Moreover we can find the quantities $K_{T(t)}^{\beta(s)}(1\leqq s\leqq t\leqq m)$ such that the relations (3. 7)
$\sum_{s--l}^{t}\prime K_{\beta(s)}^{a(l)}K_{T(t)}^{\beta(s)}=\delta_{r(t)}^{\alpha(l)}$ $(1\leqq l\leqq t\leqq m)$ hold. Specially, we have from (3.5) , (3.6) and the above relations
Therefore, from (3.1a) and (3.1b) we have the following theorems: form, then $\omega_{\beta(s+1)(d)=\sum_{r-0}^{*}P_{(6(\epsilon)|k|}^{ia(l\backslash }dp_{|a(r)\}6_{s+1})}^{k}}^{l}+\sum_{r-0}^{s}(P_{(\beta(s)|k|/\beta_{i+1})}^{ia(r)}$ $+\Gamma_{f(6.+}^{l}P_{\beta(\epsilon))k}^{j\alpha(r)}-sG_{(\beta_{1}}^{\tau}{}_{\mathcal{B}_{2}}P_{\beta_{\delta}\cdots\cdots\beta_{\theta+1})\gamma k}^{ia(r)})dp_{a(r)}^{k}$ is also an intrinszc PFAFFian form.
Proof. It has been proved in the work [5] We shall now prove it under the $u$ -transformations ( $x$ fixed). Since
we have $\sum_{r-0}^{s}P_{\beta(s)k}^{la(r)}dp_{a(r)\beta_{\{l}}^{k}=U_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{\beta(\epsilon)}\sum_{r\approx 0}^{\epsilon}\sum_{t-r}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta^{\prime}(\epsilon)f}^{a^{\prime}(t)}\frac{9p_{a^{\prime}()}^{f}}{9p_{a(r)}^{k}}dp_{a(r)\beta_{t\star 1}}^{k}$ , $\sum_{r-0}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta(s)k/\beta_{*+1}}^{la(r)}dp_{a(r)}^{k}=\sum_{r-0}^{\epsilon}\sum_{t-r}^{r}(U_{\beta(s)}^{\beta^{\prime}(\epsilon)}P_{\beta^{\prime}(s)j^{\backslash }}^{ia^{\prime\prime}t)}\overline{0}p_{a^{\prime}(t)}^{f}\overline{0}p_{a(r)}^{k})_{/\beta*1}dp_{a(r)}^{k}$ $=U_{\beta(\epsilon)f\beta_{\theta*1}}^{\beta(s)}\sum_{r-0}^{\epsilon}\sum_{t-r}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta(s)f^{(t)}}^{ia^{\prime\underline{\overline{0}}_{\overline{9}}}}\frac{p_{a^{\prime}(t)}^{j}}{p_{a(r)}^{k}}dp_{a(r)}^{k}$ $+U_{\beta(s)}^{6^{\prime}(\epsilon)}\sum_{\gamma\rightarrow 0}^{\epsilon}\sum_{t\rightarrow r}^{s}P_{\beta_{(}^{\prime}s)f' 6^{\prime}+1}^{ta^{\prime}(t)}U_{\beta}^{\beta^{\prime}}:+*:\frac{\overline{0}p_{a^{\prime}(t)}^{j}}{\overline{0}p_{a(r)}^{k}}dp_{a(r)}^{k}$ $+U_{\beta(s)}^{6^{\prime}(\epsilon)}\sum_{r\approx 0}^{s}\sum_{t-r}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta^{\prime}(\epsilon)f}^{a^{\prime}(t)}(\frac{\overline{0}p_{a^{\prime}\langle t)}^{j}}{\overline{0}p_{\beta(r)}^{k}})_{/\epsilon_{+1}}.dp_{a(r)}^{k}$ $=U_{\beta(\epsilon)/6.*1}^{\beta^{\prime}(s)}\sum_{t-0}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta(0)f}^{a^{\prime}(t)}dp_{\alpha(t)}^{f}$ $+U_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{\beta(\epsilon)}U_{\beta}^{\beta}' 1$ $+U_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{\beta^{\prime}(\epsilon)}\sum_{r=0}^{l}\sum_{t-r}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta(s)f}^{ta^{\prime}(t)}(-\frac{p}{p}fa\underline{(t)})_{/\beta+1}dp_{a(r)}^{k}a(r)$ . $\Gamma_{j\beta_{i+1}}P_{\beta(s)k}^{f\alpha(r)}dp_{a(r)}^{k}=U_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{\beta(s)}U_{\epsilon_{*}^{:}\ddagger_{1}^{1}}^{\beta^{\prime}}\Gamma_{j\beta^{\prime}+1}^{i}P_{\beta^{\prime}(s),t}^{fa^{\prime}(\cdot)}dp_{a^{l}(r)}^{k}$ and $\sum_{r-J}^{\epsilon}sG_{(\beta_{1}\beta_{A}}^{f}F_{\beta_{3}\cdots\cdots\beta_{g*1})1^{f}k}^{l.a(r)}dp_{a(r)}^{k}$ $=s(G_{\beta^{\prime}\beta}^{\gamma^{\prime}},U_{r}^{r}',,U_{(\beta_{1}}^{6_{I}^{\prime}}U_{\beta_{\underline{o}}^{\ddot{d}}}^{\beta}'+U_{(\beta_{1}\beta_{*}}^{\gamma^{\prime}}U_{|^{-}f^{\prime}|}^{\tau})U_{\beta_{*}}^{\beta^{\prime}}-\cdots\cdot U_{\mathcal{B}_{s+l})}^{\beta 1}*U_{\tau}^{Y^{\prime}}$ $52J$ ) .
K. Tonowoka
$\times\sum_{r\rightarrow 0}^{s}\sum_{t=r}^{s}P_{\beta_{3}^{\prime}\cdots\cdots\beta_{*\star 1}^{\prime}\nu^{\prime}J}^{ia^{\prime}(t)}\frac{\overline{\subset\prime)}p_{a^{\prime}(t)}^{f}}{\overline{\partial}p_{a(r)}^{k}}dp_{\alpha(r)}^{k}$ $=sU_{\beta(s\cdot+1)}^{\beta^{\prime}(s+l)}\sum_{t\approx 0}^{\epsilon}G^{1^{\wedge}}1_{1}.P_{\beta_{3}^{\prime}\cdots\cdots\beta_{*\star 1}\gamma\cdot f}^{0a^{\prime}(t)}dp_{\alpha^{\prime}(t)}^{f}$ $+U_{(\beta(s)l\mathcal{B}_{S+1})}^{\beta^{\prime}(s)}\sum_{t-0}^{\cdot}P_{\beta^{\prime}(s)f}^{\iota a^{\prime}(t)}dp_{a^{\prime}(t)}^{j}$ .
On the other hand we have
$+A_{a(l)}^{a(r)}\sum_{\iota-1}^{r}A_{a(r)/6.+1}^{T^{\prime}(l)}dp_{T^{\prime}(l)}^{f}+A_{\alpha(t)1\theta_{*\$l}}^{a(r)}\sum_{l\rightarrow 1}^{r}A_{a(r)}^{r^{\prime}(l)}dp_{\gamma^{\prime}(l)}^{j}$ $=U_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{B(s)}\sum_{l-1}^{s+1}\sum_{t-r}^{l}\sum_{r\Rightarrow l-1}^{s}P_{\beta^{\prime}(s)j}^{\iota a(t)}A_{a(t)}^{a(r)}A_{a(r)}^{-r^{\prime}(l-1)}U_{\beta_{\ell*1}}^{\tau_{l}}' dp_{r^{\prime}(l)}^{f}$ $+U_{6(s)}^{\beta(s)}\sum_{l\Leftrightarrow 1t}^{s}\cdot\sum_{\approx r}^{s}\sum_{r=l}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta^{\prime}(s)j}^{ia^{\prime}(t)}$ $(A_{a(t)}^{\alpha(r)}A_{a(r)/\beta:\star}^{T^{\prime}(l)} . +A_{\alpha(t)/\beta+1}^{\alpha(r)}A_{\alpha(r)}^{\tau^{\prime}(l)})dp_{T^{\prime}(l)}^{f}$ . $=U_{\beta(s)}^{\beta^{\prime}(s)^{f}}\sum_{\rightarrow l1t}^{s+1}\sum_{\Rightarrow l-1r}^{s}\sum_{\Leftrightarrow l-1}^{t}P_{3^{\prime}(s)j}^{ia^{\prime}(t)}A_{a(t)}^{a(r)}A_{\alpha(r)}^{\tau^{\prime}(l-1)}U_{\beta_{l+1}}^{\tau_{l}^{\prime}}dp_{f^{\prime}(l)}^{f}$ $=U_{\beta(\epsilon)}^{\beta^{\prime}(\delta)}\sum_{l-1t}^{s+1}\sum_{-l-1}^{\epsilon}P_{\beta^{f}(\epsilon)f}^{l\gamma^{E}a^{\prime}(t)}\delta_{\alpha(t)}^{r^{r}(l-1)}U_{\beta:\star l}^{T_{l}^{\prime}}dp_{f^{\prime}(l)}^{j}$ $=U^{\beta^{\prime}(s)}U^{e_{s}}1(l)\beta^{\prime}*\cdot$ consequently, we have the intrinsic PFAFFian form If the integral (4.1) be regarded as defining a measure of $K$ -dimensional surface in an $n$ -dimensional manifold, it is adequate to suppose that the integral (4.1) is invariant under any parameter trans $\cdot$ formations. In order this it is necessary and sufficient that the function $F$ is transformed under the parameter transformations (1.2) in the manner ( 
2)
$F(x^{i}, p_{a^{\prime}Q)}^{i},\cdots\cdots, p_{a^{\prime}(m)}^{i})=\Delta F(x^{i}, p_{\alpha(1)}, \cdot:. ..., p_{a(m)}),$ $\Delta=|U_{a}^{a},$ $|$ , From this one has the well known relations [5] Moreover from ( We shall now go on to derive the quantity $\Gamma_{jT}^{i}$ which obeys the transformation law as mentioned in \S 3. When we put $T^{A}=F_{f}^{\tau(m)}$ and $l=m-1$ in theorem 6, one gets the intrinsic quantity We may write all system of the solutions of (5.8) in the forms is intrinsic. Moreover, we see from (5.10) and the definition of $\Lambda_{a}^{k}$ that $\Lambda_{l\alpha}^{k}F_{:k}^{a(m)}$ does not depend on $\mathfrak{E}_{i}^{\sim\alpha},$ , so that (5.12) can be writen in the form We may write all systems of the solutions of (5.15) in the form and by (5.14) it is seen that the quantity $\prime H_{a(m)}^{\alpha ik}{}_{\tau(m+l)}P_{ai}^{\alpha(m)}$ is the same for all solutions of (5.15) . If (5.17) be multiplied by $(\delta_{k}^{l}-p_{\mu}^{l}\overline{\mathfrak{G}}_{k}^{\mu})$ and summed for determined from (3.5) and (3.7) has the trans- respectively. Moreover the same relations as (5.6) hold in this case.
We can now find one and only one system of the quantities is an intrinsic quantity as it is seen from (5.11).
When we put $v^{i}=p_{\gamma}^{l}\cdot v^{\tau}$ , by virtue of (5.6) We have seen in theorem 5 that the transformation law of the
into $\mathfrak{P}^{\beta}(L)$ and contract over the indix $\beta$ , it follows from (5.22) that the quantity $\mathfrak{P}^{\beta}(\Gamma_{j\beta}^{i})$ is transformed by the transformations (1.1) and (1.2) in the manner $\mathfrak{P}^{6}(\mathring{T}_{f\beta}^{\prime i})=\mathfrak{P}^{\mathcal{B}^{\prime}}(\dot{\Gamma}_{f\beta^{\prime}}^{i^{\prime}})X_{i}^{i},X_{f}^{f}-KX_{jk^{\prime}}^{i}X_{j}^{j^{\prime}}dx^{k^{\prime}}$ , so that the PFAFFian form We may write (6.4) a system of covariant derivatives in his work [2] on the path space of higher order by using of the special method. We shall now generalize this method in our metric space. Let us now assume that the representations of two kinds: and is the same for all the solutions $G_{\alpha(2)\beta (2) By the method of Prof. A. KAWAGITCHI [4] we obtain the metric connection:
$dv^{i}+\frac{1}{2}(\Gamma_{j}^{i}-g^{ik}\Gamma_{k}^{l}g_{lj}+g^{ik}dg_{jk})v^{j}=0$ .
